Next Tuesday in Chapel: The Rev. Ted Ailanjian '51, French West Africa.

Classes were so arranged this term as to make possible an exam schedule with very few exams on Friday, June 14. This will enable all students to attend Commencement exercises on Thursday evening, June 13.

ALL STUDENTS. Please leave summer forwarding addresses with the receptionist before leaving the area.

THE YEARBOOK should be out this week. For all who are not students, or students who did not have pictures taken, the charge will be $2.00. P.S. Some still have not paid yearbook bills. J. Stolte

GRADUATING SENIORS: The editor of EXPOSITOR AND HOMILETIC REVIEW, a monthly magazine for ministers of all denominations, is offering a three months’ free subscription to all graduating seniors who would like to have it. Please sign up on the sheet provided at the reception desk if you desire this free trial subscription. A copy of the magazine will be attached to the sign-up sheet. Be sure to give your after graduation address. L. Brown

BOOKSTORE. Those wishing to get books when school is out would be wise to turn in orders to the Bookstore before the end of May. It takes two weeks to order books that we do not have in stock. MC

HEBREW AND GREEK SUMMER SCHOOL STUDENTS. Please sign up in the Bookstore for books for these summer classes. MC

Your last chance to react, revolt or plain make your opinion known during this school year has arrived. The deadline for all manuscripts, letters, etc. for the June issue of the opinion is this Wednesday, May 29. RBW

TRACT OF THE WEEK: "Does God Answer Prayer?" This is a look into the prayer life of George Muller, a man who dedicated his life to showing what God would do as men pray in faith. "I live in the spirit of prayer...I never give up!" JW

Through the facilities of the United Church Board for Homeland Ministries, a copy of a letter written by Dr. Martin Luther King to the ministers of Birmingham has been made available to the Fuller community. It was written from the Birmingham City Jail and sets forth the justification for such demonstrations by members of the church, particularly ministers of the gospel. A copy will be at the reserve desk of the Library beginning Wednesday. Because of the timely nature of the letter, the opinion staff chose to announce this prior to the June issue. RBW

PLACEMENT. The Wheaton Academy (Illinois) is in need of teachers for the next school year, particularly a Spanish teacher. If interested, see H. Kawahara

A pilferage has been reported in one of the dormitories. May I encourage dorm students to be alert to the possibility of someone coming in off the street and taking items from the dorms. If you see a stranger in the dorm, I suggest that you make it your business to determine his identity and his reason for being there. As reported through the Semi previously, on several occasions items have been taken from the various offices in Payton Hall. Valuables should not be left in the dorms unless adequately covered by insurance. Remember to keep front and rear doors of the dormitories locked. RDC
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY the Post Office has asked all individuals receiving mail at 135 N. Oakland to use the Zone Code Number in their return address. A sample follows: Mr. John Jones, Fuller Theological Seminary, 135 N. Oakland Ave., Pasadena, Calif. 91101. The Post Office advises that the use of this number will facilitate the electronic processing of mail. Thanks for your help. RDC

Joe Calmes would like the person who borrowed his binoculars earlier this year to return them, please. JTC

No classes on Thursday, Memorial Day.